Estimated number and location of future moose-vehicle
collisions (MVC) in Maine
Abstract

Moose (Alces alces) are a keystone herbivore in Maine. Because of the
large number of rural roads in Maine, there is a high rate of moose-vehicle
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collisions (MVCs), which is increasing. On-road encounters with animals resulted
in 231 fatalities in the United States in 1999. Because of the fatality of MVCs, it is
important to know where they are most likely to occur. I used GIS analysis to
estimate where future MVCs would occur, factoring in the variables of land cover
suitability for moose, distance from water bodies, locations of past MVCs, and
speed limits on the roads. I ran four different analyses, each one weighting the
variables equally. I also ran a regression to determine if increasing road speed was
associated with the increase in the number of MVCs per length of road. There was
not a strong positive relationship between the number of MVCs per length of road
and the speed limit, but it was interesting to note that there were more MVCs per
length of road on 35mph and 40mph roads than on 45, 50, 55 or 65mph roads.
Future research on MVCs would benefit from the inclusion of include moose
population density and road traffic data.

Results
Introduction

Moose (Alces alces) are a keystone herbivore that likely mediate rates of nutrient cycling in northern ecosystems (Molvar et
al. 1993). Moose-motor vehicle collisions (MVC) are increasing in rural regions (Farrell et al. 1996). On-road encounters with
animals resulted in 231 fatalities in the United States in 1999 (Haikonen and Summala 2001). The relative risk peaked at over 60
times for moose in the summer. In a study done in Newfoundland in 2001 on the spatial and temporal distributions of MVCs, the
authors found that the MVCs were dependent on moose densities and traffic volume, with greater probability of accidents
occurring in areas of high or low (but not moderate) moose densities and high traffic flow (Joyce and Mahoney 2001). Seventyfive percent of the collisions occurred between dusk and dawn. A study in Findland found that moose favor non-pine dominated
habitats and mature forests, and avoided human settlements in summer (Nikula et al. 2004). In winter, the moose home ranges
included more pine-dominated plantations and other your successional stages.
Vegetation management practices currently used within transportation corridors are aimed at minimizing the encroaching tree
and shrub growth, which creates prime habitat for moose (Rea 2003). With increased foraging habitat there is an increased
likelihood of encounters between moose and motorists. In Sweden in 2004, a study found that there was a close correlation
between the annual game bags and the number of reported collisions with moose (Seiler 2004). Moose-vehicle collisions may be
prevented by reducing speed limits, brighter vehicle headlights, placement of street lights in known moose areas, and
underpasses for wildlife at known crossings.
Objective
I would like to determine where in Maine it is most likely to have a moose-vehicle collision. I will determine this based on
speed limits of roads, past locations of MVCs, vegetation type and its suitability as moose habitat, distance from water, and

Figure 3. Likely locations of MVCs based an equally weighted calculation of locations of past MVCs, land
cover suitability for moose, and proximity of water, also showing all MVC locations for 1992-2004 and all
roads.

existing distributions of moose.

Figure 5. Calculation of estimated locations of future
MVCs based on equally-weighted variables of land cover
suitability for moose, proximity to water, and distance
from past MVCs from 1992-2004.

Figure 6. Calculation of estimated locations of future MVCs
based on proximity to water weighted at 50%, land cover
suitability for moose weighted at 25% and distance from
locations of past MVCs weighted at 25%.

Conclusion
There was no significant correlation between speed limit and the number of MVCs per unit length of road, as
one would have expected. However, after the speed limit passed 45mph, there was a significant correlation between
speed limit and MVC/length. This leads one to believe that factors other than speed limit are important in determining
the number of MVCs on 35-40mph roads.
The equally-weighted figure is most likely the most accurate estimation of future MVCs, because it represents the
result with the least distortion due to assumptions. Because I had no data on moose density in Maine, I was unable to
do any analysis with density, which is what the literature found to be the most important feature in determining where
MVCs occur. Weighting the water assumes that moose will prefer habitat near a water source, but because I did not
know the range of a moose from its water source, I was unable to properly classify the distance from water bodies.
From the literature one learns that moose prefer forest to agriculture, and so in that respect the figure weighting the
land cover suitability is fairly accurate. Because much of Maine is forested, however, there is little variation in the data.
As well, there is little variation in the data of moose distribution, because there are only two variables; presence and
absence. Mapping the estimated locations of MVCs based off of a heavily weighted layer of past MVCs is not
necessarily helpful, because it is just looking at past data. If we know that the trends of past data will continue,
however, this data is useful in predicting MVCs.

Discussion
After the speed limit passed 45mph, there was a significant correlation between speed and the number of
MVCs/length of road, but there was a higher MVC/length of road on slower roads. One potential reason for this is that
rural dirt roads may have a speed limit of 40 but a high density of moose because they are rural roads. Another possible
reason for the high number of MVCs on the low speed limit roads is that the higher roads have a wider shoulder and a

Figure 2. Land cover of Maine.

larger buffer zone before the forest edge, although Rea in 2003 did a study finding that moose prefer the edges of roads
to the interior of forests.
Should this study be continued, it would be best to obtain more detailed data on moose density in Maine. It would

Figure 1. Moose presence or absence in the state of Maine, as well as
locations of past MVCs from 1992-2004.

Figure 7. Calculation of estimated locations of future MVCs
based on land cover suitability for moose weighted at 50%,
proximity to water weighted at 25%, and locations of past
MVCs weighted at 25%.

Figure 8. Calculation of estimated locations of future MVCs
based on locations of past MVCs weighted at 50%, land cover
suitability for moose weighted at 25%, and proximity of water
weighted at 25%.
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MVCs, I analyzed the weighted combinations of several variables. I ran three scenarios of possible locations for future MVCs,
based on the estimated suitability of land cover for moose, the distance from bodies of water, and the distance from past MVCs
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The first scenario weighted each variable equally, the second weighted the proximity to water 50%, the land suitability 25%,
and the distance from past MVCs 25%. The third scenario weighted the land suitability 50%, the proximity to water 25%, and
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the distance from past MVCs 25%. In order to combine these layers I used the raster calculator, and in order to reclassify
In order to test the speed limit versus the number of MVCs I analyzed by year the number of MVCs per length of road of
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each speed limit, and plotted the results in Microsoft Excel.

It would also be interesting to analyze the human dimension of this problem, by including data on human population
density to determine if the number of MVCs are higher in more populated areas. It would be great to obtain traffic
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Maine Department of Transportation, the University of Maine and the USGS. The data were projected using a North American
Datum (NAD) 1983 projection, in a Universe Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 19. In order to determine the likely locations of

one to determine if it is vegetation or perhaps road width which causes this higher number of MVCs.

density data, in order to determine if, as expected, the number of MVCs increase with increased traffic.

Methods
The program used for this project was ArcGIS. The data for this project were obtained from the Maine Office of GIS, the

be interesting as well to graphically show the slower roads which had the high ratios of MVC/length. This could lead
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Figure 4. Average number of MVCs per unit
length of road for each year for each speed of road.
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